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Abstract

In order to efficiently encrypt multimedia streams deliv-
ered in real-time environments, a Fast Encryption Al-
gorithm for Multimedia (FEA-M) was proposed [8, 9].
Cryptanalyses of this technique [1, 3, 4, 5] have iden-
tified its weaknesses and an improved variant has been
suggested in [5]. In this paper, we identify further weak-
nesses in the original FEA-M and also in the improved
variant. Our solution provides message integrity, guaran-
tees zero packet loss and protects against specific known
plaintext attacks.
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1 Introduction

Securing real-time multimedia data is a challenging task
since the size of data is usually very large and the data
needs to be processed in a short time interval. Standard
cryptographic algorithms will usually result in a large
overhead, rendering them inefficient.

Yi, Tan, Siew, and Syed [8, 9] have proposed a novel
algorithm called FEA-M (Fast Encryption Algorithm for
Multimedia) which only requires 1.5 XOR operations to
encrypt one bit of plaintext. This is significantly less com-
pared to other encryptions such as Rijndael, Crypton,
Twofish, RC6, MARS, Cast256 and Serpent [8]. FEA-
M is based on the Boolean matrix theory which involves
matrix addition and multiplication over the finite field GF
(2) = {0, 1}. FEA-M’s security is based on the complex-
ity to solve non-linear equation groups and variable linear
equation groups. To protect the key material against both
passive and active attacks, an ID-based key agreement is
utilized to secure FEA-M’s key exchanges [9].

Mihaljevic and Kohno [3, 4] analyze FEA-M’s security
and find it is not secure enough when the first plaintext
blocks are all 0s. Furthermore, Mihaljevic indicates that
FEA-M cannot work if one ciphertext package is lost dur-
ing transmission. He proposes an improvement to counter

this vulnerability [5].

Li and Lo [1] indicate that there are still some security
problems for the improved variant [5] for FEA-M. In case
that the involved random process is tampered with (e.g.
the pseudo-random process is uniquely controlled by an
external illegal party), the secret key of the cryptosystem
could be compromised by implementation-dependent dif-
ferential attacks. Furthermore, they propose an efficient
differential attack which can reveal the secret key bene-
fiting from only two pairs of chosen plaintext blocks.

In this paper, we identify further weaknesses in the
original FEA-M and also in the improved variant, specifi-
cally, 1) vulnerability of Mihaljevic’s proposal [5] to block
replay attacks and 2) security degradation due to the use
of fixed pad. We also propose corresponding improve-
ments to overcome these defects. This paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 provides a brief description of FEA-
M. Section 3 discusses Mihaljevic and Kohno’s analyses
and suggested improvements to the algorithm. Section 4
identifies further weaknesses in the original FEA-M and in
its improved variant. Section 5 describes our proposal to
overcome these weaknesses. Section 6 draws concluding
remarks.

2 Description of FEA-M

FEA-M uses an ID-based Diffie-Hellman key agreement
protocol to generate a common secret key, k, an integer,
between the sender and the receiver [9]. Based on the
value of k, FEA-M generates a common key matrix K and
a common initial matrix V0 which are binary matrices of
order n. We refer the reader to [8, 9] for the details of the
algorithm to generate K and V0.

The plaintext message is divided into a series of blocks,
P1, P2 · · ·Pr, with the same length, n2, where n is 64 and r
is an integer [8]. If the length of the last block is less than
n2, it is padded with 0s to make its length n2. Each plain-
text matrix, Pi(1 ≤ i ≤ r), is encrypted into a ciphertext
matrix Ci and each corresponding ciphertext matrix Ci

is decrypted into a plaintext matrix Pi according to for-
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mulas below:

Ci = K · (Pi + Ci−1) · K
i + Pi−1

Pi = K−1 · (Ci + Pi−1) · K
−i + Ci−1

P0 = C0 = V0.

3 Previous Analyses and Improve-

ments of FEA-M

The vulnerability of FEA-M has been identified and im-
provements have been proposed. Mihaljevic and Kohno
point out in [3, 4] that the real uncertainty about the se-
cret key of FEA-M is undesirably smaller than expected
since the effective secret key size, under realistic known
and chosen plaintext attacks, is much smaller than the
nominal one. It occurs while the first set of blocks is all
0s. They conclude that when the key is a 64∗64 matrix,
the nominal secret key size is 4096 bits but the effective
secret key size is only 134 bits.

Furthermore, Mihaljevic [5] indicates that, if one ci-
phertext block is lost during transmission, subsequent ci-
phertext blocks cannot be decrypted since they depend on
former ciphertext blocks. To overcome this weakness, he
proposes a new encryption algorithm, which is described
by the formulas below:

Ci = K · (Pi + K · V · Ki) · Ki+n + K · V · Ki (1)

Pi = K−1 · (Ci + K · V · Ki) · K−(i+n) + K · V · Ki (2)

If Ci is a lost block, no further impact on subsequent
blocks occurs.

4 Further Weaknesses

In this section, we identify further weaknesses in the orig-
inal FEA-M and in its improved variant.

4.1 Weakness of the Improvement Pro-
posed in [5]

FEA-M provides the connection between the neighbor
plaintext blocks. If the attackers replay the earlier pack-
ets, the receiver can notice the faked message. There-
fore, it shows a feature to persist the packet replay at-
tacks. However, we observe that, although it tolerates
the packet loss problems, Mihaljevic’s improvement [5],
which is described by Formulas (1) and (2), is vulnerable
to the packet replay attack. For example, the attacker
can obtain earlier ith ciphertext block, C′

i. Then, s/he
captures the current ith ciphertext block, Ci and replaces
Ci with C′

i. In case that K and V0 are not changed, the
receiver cannot be aware that the cipher text is the earlier
plaintext. According to Formulas (1), (2) and (3), what
the receiver gets is P ′

i rather than Pi if C′

i replaces Ci.

P ′

i = K−1 · (C′

i + K · V · Ki) · K−(i+n) + K · V · Ki (3)

The reason this kind of attack works is because the
improvement in [5] treats each block of the plaintext in-
dependently.

4.2 Security Degradation due to the Use
of Fixed Pad

In the original FEA-M, 0s are appended in the last plain-
text block so that its length will be exactly n2. The ob-
vious disadvantage of this method is that it introduces
insecure information redundancy. If the plaintext in the
last block is all 0s, after appending the all 0 pad, it will
result in an all 0 last bock. As analyzed in [4], the secret
key length of FEA-M should be significantly smaller than
expected. If the nominal one is 4096 bits, the real secret
key size, under realistic known and chosen plaintext at-
tacks, is just 134 bits. Furthermore, the multiplication
by bit 0 will result in all zeros. So the intermediate value
will leak part of the key matrix K and part of the initial
matrix V0 to the attacker.

5 Impovements to FEA-M

In this section, we propose the following techniques to
overcome the weaknesses mentioned above.

5.1 Randomly Generated Bit Streams to
Replace the all 0s Pad

A randomly generated pad can overcome the insecurity in-
troduced by all-zero padding. In our proposal, the Blum-
Blum-Shub pseudorandom bit generator [2], which is in-
dependent of the external party, is utilized to produce the
random bit stream. For detail, please refer to [2].

Before the last block of plaintext is encrypted, a ran-
domly generated bit stream, D0, will be appended. The
sum of the length of the last plaintext block and that of
the padding will be exactly n2 − 8. The last 8 bits are
used to record the number of padding bytes. Then, based
on the last two bytes, the receiver knows which part of
the last decrypted block is the pad. Subsequent pads can
be updated following the formula below:

Di+1 = Hash(Di),

where i is an integer and Hash is a one way hash func-
tion such as SHA-256 [2].

5.2 Compress Plaintext to Avoid Mihal-
jevic’s Assumption [4]

FEA-M’s security degradation due to plaintext blocks be-
ing all 0s [3, 4] can be solved with the compression al-
gorithm. In general, before encryption by FEA-M, the
multimedia plaintext is compressed. Figure 1 describes
how the multimedia data is compressed, encrypted and
transmitted across the insecure channel from party A to
party B.
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Figure 1: Multimedia communication model

The well-known Routine Length Encode (RLE)
technique [2] which reduces the redundant messages is
deployed in a number of popular compression algorithms.
In this paper, we utilize the RLE technique to overcome
the weakness of blocks being all 0s. The details of RLE
are listed below:

Algorithm 1: Multimedia Data Compression - RLE

INPUT: Plaintext byte stream B1, B2 · · ·Bn,
OUTPUT: Compressed Byte Stream (∗Ni, Bi) or

(Bi) where ∗ indicates how many times
the subsequent data byte repeats itself
where Ni > 1

1: B = 1st Byte; count = 0;
2: FOR (not end of the byte stream)
3: While (current byte vaule = B)
4: {count++; read next byte}
5: If (count > 1)
6: Put (∗count; B);
7: Else

8: Put (B);
9: B = current byte value; count = 0;
10 END FOR

The computational complexity of this algorithm is O(n).
Then, here is an example. Suppose that, in the first set

of plaintext blocks, there are 0s in a row with its length n2.
After compression, we no longer have an all-zero block:

5.3 Reliable Transportation to Handle
Packet Loss

FEA-M is vulnerable to packet losses. Furthermore, the
improved variant in [5] is vulnerable to the block replay
attack. In this sub-section, we propose two methods to
overcome these weaknesses respectively.

1) Reliable FEA-M (rFEA-M):
Packet loss is not a problem for applications using

reliable transport protocols (e.g. TCP). However, in
case that applications deploying FEA-M algorithm
do not utilize such protocols, techniques that are
robust against packet loss have to be used. For
instance, multimedia applications such as medical
imaging systems which cannot tolerate source data
packet losses demand this requirement. Therefore,
we propose a robust FEA-M (rFEA-M) method to
overcome the flaw of FEA-M. We use FEA-M to
encrypt/decrypt data packets. To make FEA-M
robust against message losses, Rabin’s Information
Dispersal Algorithm (IDA) [6, 7] is utilized which
encodes every cipher text block introducing some
amount of redundancy. In the following, Algorithm
2 is proposed to implement rFEA-M:

Algorithm 2: rFEA-M

The Sender Party A:

INPUT: Plaintext blocks P1, P2 · · ·Pr,
OUTPUT: Ciphertext blocks C1, C2 · · ·Cr,

which are encoded by IDA-Encode.

1: Notation. ||: concatentation;
K: key matrix;
Pi: a block of plaintext

2: for 1 ≤ i ≤ r; i++;
3: Ci = FEA-M-encrypt (Pi);
4: A → B: IDA-Encode (Ci).
5: end for

The Receiver Party B:

INPUT: Ciphertext blocks, C1, C2, · · · , Cr

which are encoded by IDA-Encode;
OUTPUT: Plaintext blocks P1, P2 · · ·Pr,;

1: for 1 ≤ i ≤ r; i++;
2: C′

i = IDA-Decode (Ci);
3: Pi = FEA-M-decrypt(C′

i);
4: end for

Algorithm 2 provides no-packet-lost service and
makes FEA-M to be implemented for network set-
tings with packet loss. However, it requires more
computational cost due to the implementation of IDA
to process every cipher text block. The computation
complexity of IDA is O(n2) where n is the data length
of plaintext.

2) Correction for improved variant [5] for FEA-M:
To provide data source authentication against packet
replay attacks for improved variant [5], we utilize the
secret-key-based message authentication code (e.g.
MD5-MAC [2]) to process every cipher text block.
Then, we use IDA to encode/decode all MD5-MAC
result to guarantee that they are all received by the
receiver party. This method is suitable for applica-
tions such as Internet TV or Internet Radio which
can tolerate source data packet losses.

In details, improved variant [5] proposed by Mihal-
jevic is used to encrypt/decrypt the data packets.
Furthermore, to resist against the block replay at-
tack, we use MD5-MAC to process every source data
block. Then, the result of MD5-MAC is encoded
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with the IDA to guarantee MD5-MAC information is
not lost during packet transport. The receiver party
uses IDA algorithm to reconstruct all MD5-MAC’s
results it received. Finally, the receiver can verify
the integrity of every cipher block. In the following,
Algorithm 3 is proposed to implement this method:

Algorithm 3: Correction for improved
variant [5]

The Sender Party A:

INPUT: Plaintext blocks: P1,P2 · · ·Pr,
where r ≥ 1 and it is defined by
applications.

OUTPUT: Ciphertext blocks, C1, C2, · · ·Cr

and H which is encoded by IDA
which are encoded by
IDA-Encode.

1: Notation. ||: concatentation;
K: key matrix;
Pi: a block of plaintext

2: H : concatentaed result of MD5-MAC;
H is empty;

3: for 1 ≤ i ≤ r; i++;
4: Hi = MD5 − MAC(Pi, Kupper128bits);
5: H = Hi||H ;
6: Ci = Improved variant

in [5]-encrypt (Pi);
7: A → B : Ci;
8: end for

9: A → B: IDA-Encode (H);

The Receiver Party B:

INPUT: Ciphertext blocks, C1, C2, · · · , Cr,
and H which are encoded by IDA;

OUTPUT: Plaintext blocks P1, P2 · · ·Pr,;

1: for 1 ≤ i ≤ r; i++;
2: Pi = Improved variant

in [5]-decrypt(C′

i);
3: end for

4: H ′ = IDA-Decode (H);
5: for 1 ≤ i ≤ r; i++;
6: if (Pi is received) and (MD5

−MAC(Pi, Kupper128bits) 6= H ′[I ]);
8: endif

9: endfor

Algorithm 3 provides data source authentication ser-
vice to persist against packet replay attacks for im-
proved variant [5]. However, it requires more compu-
tational cost due to the implementation of IDA and
MD5-MAC. The computation complexity of them is
O(n2) where n is the data length of MD5-MAC re-
sults and n is smaller than the plaintext size.

3) IDA:
We propose Algorithm 4 which describes the imple-
mentation of the IDA.

Algorithm 4 focuses on the implementation of the
IDA which presents reliable transmission for data
packets by introducing some amount of information
redundancy. IDA splits the source data, for example,
Cj , into n pieces, which are, then, encoded by the

IDA algorithm. At the receiver end, the IDA can
reconstruct Cj after receiving any m pieces where
m < n. However, guaranteeing zero packet loss
comes at the cost of increased communication
overhead. For example, for r blocks, assume every
block is 4096 bits. So, n is 64, m can be 50.
For Algorithm 2, 4096 ∗ r ∗ n/m bits’ data are
sent over the network and at least 4096 ∗ r bits’
data are received. For Algorithm 3, in addition to
source data, 64 ∗ r ∗ n/m bits’ hash are sent over
the network and at least 64∗r bits’ hash are received.

According to Algorithm 4, we find the computation
complexity of IDA is O(n2).

6 Conclusion

After examining the FEA-M algorithm and its improve-
ment, we have identified some of its weaknesses, namely,
1) vulnerability of Mihaljevic’s proposal [5] to block re-
play attacks and 2) security degradation of the original
FEA-M due to the fixed pad. Our solution presents mes-
sage integrity for Mihaljevic’s proposal and packet loss
resistance for FEA-M. Furthermore, it is robust against
specific known plaintext attacks.
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